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William Williams 

Voice Over GPS™ 
 

A step by step guide 
for reaching your voice over destination  
 
People come to me to talk about a voice over career.  I’ve been teaching voice 
over for over 20 years.  I also have a background as a marketing director for a 
Fortune 500 company, a recording engineer, a voice over producer and director 
and a represented SAG-AFTRA voice talent in Los Angeles, so I have 
experience and knowledge in many aspects of this industry.   
 
So they ask for advice. Is this you?: 
 
“I can read and I can talk”, you say.  Or “I’ve always been complemented on my 
voice”.  “I was in radio in college”.  Or “I love to watch cartoons”. 
 
Or “How do I take voice over to the next level?” 
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No one comes to me without some familiarity with voice over, which is good.  
Somehow you’ve been touched by this wonderful craft.  
 
Maybe you’ve tried to begin a career in voice over but you have no clue how to 
proceed.  Maybe you’ve had some voice over success but you’ve lost your 
direction and you don’t know how to get from where you are—to where you want 
to be. 
 
Much has changed in the voice over world in the 21st century.  Some aspects of 
VO are much easier and inexpensive.  Others require skills you never imagined 
you would need.   
 
Sometimes the journey is like speeding down the Interstate.  Other paths may 
say “Detour” “Construction Ahead” or even “Bridge Is Out!” 
 
Along the way there are strange towns with names like “Voice Acting”, “Self-
Direction”, “Website”, “Pay-To-Play”, “Demo” “File Formats” “Agent” and “SAG-
AFTRA”. 
 
And you just want to find the towns named “VO Work” and “PayDay” 
 
But you can get lost along the way… 
 

 
 
 
This is why I created  
William Williams 
Voice Over GPS™ 
 

The truth is the voice over journey is complicated.  And if you stop and ask 
directions from some stranger on the corner you may or may not get solid advice.  
Maybe you’ll reach the next milestone.  Or a wrong turn might lead to a dirt road 
with some buzzard inviting you over for dinner. 
 
And a final note.  It can be done.  But you have to put the work in.  There are no 
shortcuts.  Voice over is a competitive business and you must master each step 
to compete with the best and succeed. 
 
So let’s punch “voice over career” into our GPS 
and look at some “towns” you need to visit. 
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Evaluation 
 
If you’re brand new, this is where you should start.  You 
won’t know where to go, if you don’t know where you’re 
“at”.  An evaluation of your experience, skills and interests 
will tell you which areas you need to concentrate on to 
round out your abilities. 
 

Suggestions: 
 
If you’re from the Los Angeles area call for a free consultation in Burbank, CA, 
818-954-9931.  And Take our Saturday Voice Over Workout. 
http://alisocreek.net/voiceover.html#satwork 
 
Watch the intro video for our Online Voice Over Classes.  For a limited time it 
includes a free evaluation of your read of a commercial script.  Sign up HERE: 
 
http://onlinevoiceoverclasses.alisocreek.net/members/add-member.php 

 
Training 
 
Voice Over is a stylized way of speaking and there are 
many techniques you need to know to give the client the 
sound they are seeking.  This is true about auditions and 
jobs.   
 
You could spend months or years trying to find the “sound” 
that will get you work.  Training can give you the overview 

of the skills required to perform.  Learn what you do well—and what you need to 
improve and how to improve it. 
 
Suggestions: 
 
Live classes in Burbank near Los Angeles CA.  Here are a list of our classes: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/voiceover.html 
 
Online Voice Over Classes—Learn Los Angeles technique from anywhere in the 
world at your own pace: 
 
http://onlinevoiceoverclasses.alisocreek.net  
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One on One Coaching 
 
Once you have the fundamentals of voice over under your 
belt, one on one coaching can hone your individual skills.  
Everyone is different and you need to discover what your 
unique style and sound are. 
 
In addition coaching can identify strengths that you should 

count on and weakness that you can improve.  
 
Suggestions: 
 
Live coaching with William Williams in Burbank near Los Angeles CA: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/voice-over-coaching.html 
 
Skype coaching anywhere over the internet: 
 
http://onlinevoiceoverclasses.alisocreek.net/vo-articles/skype-voice-over-
coaching.php 
 
 

Your Voice Over Demo 
 
Your demo is your calling card in the industry.  You say “I 
do voice overs”.  They say “Send me your demo”. 
 
You need a professionally produced demo to get the top 
quality work that comes from direct casting invitations, 
casting companies, direct marketing and agents. 

 
Suggestions: 
 
Read about what is required in a voice over demo: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-blog/category/voice-over-demos/ 
 
Aliso Creek voice over demo production: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/voice-over-demos.html 
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Home Recording 
 
Most auditions and many jobs are now recorded at home.  
Don’t panic!  You can set up a space for recording 
broadcast quality sound for a few hundred dollars.  But it 
does require skills that you may not be familiar with.   
 
And if you don’t learn to record at home you’ll be left 

behind in the dust. 
 
Suggestions:    Here’s my basic home recording article: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-articles/voice-over-home-recording-studio.html 
 
Sound control for your recording space: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-articles/voice-over-studio-soundproofing-and-sound-
control.html 
 
Digital recording terms and their meaning: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-articles/voice-over-aiff-wav-mp3-bits-bytes.html 
 
And blog articles to help you along: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-blog/category/home-recording/ 
 
And my one day class, AUDACITY recording and editing: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/voiceover.html#sataud 
 
 

Online Casting 
 
You’ll also hear this called “Pay to Play”.  It is a new way of 
presenting voice over opportunities to voice over talent.  
Yes, you pay a yearly fee to be a member and fully 
participate but you can break even with one or two jobs.   
 
And I call it the minor leagues of voice over.  It’s a great 

place to practice and perfect all the skills required to play in the “big leagues” in a 
non-critical environment. 
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Suggestions:    Here’s more info on the top two sites: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-articles/online-voice-over-casting.html 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-articles/voices-dot-com.html 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-articles/voice123-dot-com-the-voice-marketplace.html 
 
And my one day class on optimizing Online Casting: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/voiceover.html - sattips 
 
 
 
 
 
“Are we there yet?” 
 
Good News! 
 
OK, We’ve covered the journey needed for the foundation of your voice over 
career.  With these fundamentals you can begin to participate and grow in voice 
over. 
 
Now here are a few more stops along the way that can improve your marketing 
skills.  And 80% of voice over is Marketing. 
 
 
 

Your Website 
 
Actually you can do just fine with a single Web Page.  You 
want your own URL (web address) preferably with your 
name in it.  I have williamwilliamsvoiceover.com  No one will 
ever find you by typing in “voice over”… but you’ll be line one 
on google when they type in “your name voice over”.  You 
should have your demos prominent on the page to play or 
download. 

 
Suggestions:   Here’s some tips on your website 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-blog/voice-over-website/ 
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A Newsletter 
In today’s busy world you can easily become “out of sight, 
out of mind”.  A great way to stay in touch with clients, 
agents and casting companies is a Newsletter. 
 
Use a mailing service to keep your list management under 
control and allow clients to “unsubscribe” if that is their 
desire.   

 
Suggestions:    Mailchimp is free for the first 500 names.   
It also has bunches of templates to make you look like a pro. 
http://mailchimp.com 
 
 

A Logo 
This is not required but it helps “brand” you as a talent.  
Some people are more visual and will remember your logo 
even if they can’t remember your name. 
 
Suggestions: Find a Font or a picture that represents you 
and use in on all your marketing material.  A Slogan is 
good also. 

 
 
 

An Agent 
As you gain more experience, seek out a voice over agent.  
A good agent can locate opportunities that you will never 
find.  And they pursue higher paying jobs and jobs that pay 
residuals. 
 
Suggestions: 
 
Here’s a great list of agents on Voicebank.net 

http://voicebank.net/app/promoList.do 
 
For Los Angeles and New York there’s the Voice Over Resource Guide 
http://voiceoverresourceguide.com 
 
And the list on the SAG-AFTRA site at the bottom “search for an agent” 
http://www.sagaftra.org/professional-representatives/sag-franchised-agents 
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The Union: SAG-AFTRA 
If you’re in or near the larger cities in the U.S. then you 
should consider joining SAG-AFTRA.  Union work has 
higher pay scales and often pays residuals.  It’s tougher to 
get in nowadays but worth it if  you can find union work. 
 
 
Suggestions: 

 
Here’s my article on non-union and union work: 
 
http://alisocreek.net/vo-articles/sag-aftra-voice-over-unions.html 
 
And the SAG-AFTRA website. 
http://www.sagaftra.org 
 
 

 
 

Where Are YOU on Your Voice Over Journey? 
 
OK, time for some self-examination.  Where are you along this road to voice 
over? 
Use the checklist below to pinpoint (pun intended) the areas you’ve established 
and the areas you need to work on.   
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The Basics 
 

  Evaluation—Good for beginners and voice talent whose career is lagging.  
Get a quick overview of what’s working, and what you need to work on. 

 
  Training—Good to learn the technique and acting skills required to succeed. 

Knowing that you Know gives you confidence in auditioning and performing. 
 

  One on One Coaching—After you’ve mastered the basics, get individual 
training to apply your skills to your personality and style.  Find your 
uniqueness and identify and correct any weak areas. 

 
  Professional Voice Over Demo—Present the voice over world with the best 

representation of your abilities and go after the high end work of voice over 
pros. 

 
  Home Recording Studio—Modern voice over talent are now Producers as 

well a performers.  You need the tools and technique to distribute your voice 
worldwide. 

 
  Online Casting—Voices.com and Voice123.com are the quickest and 

easiest way to gain experience reading copy, auditioning, recording, 
performing, taking direction—and getting paid for your skills.   

 
 

VO Marketing Tools 
 

  A Direct Marketing Plan—(More on this to come soon!) 
 

  Your Website—Be found on the internet and show off your demos. 
 

  Newsletter—Stay in touch with clients, agents and casting service. 
 

  Your Logo--Brand yourself so they’ll remember you. 
 

  Agent—Step up to the big leagues with regional and national jobs. 
 

  SAG-AFTRA—For higher pay scales and residuals. 
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Let Us Help 
 
At Aliso Creek we have 20 years experience in Voice Over Training and 
Marketing.  As a Professional Recording Studio we know the details of digital 
recording, editing and uploading.  And to round it off we’re experts in the web. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

So if this is you… 

or this… 

Get on the road to your voice over destination with guidance from the  

William Williams Voice Over GPS™ 
 
Call Today: 818-954-9931 
Email us at: voice-over@alisocreek.net 
Burbank Live Voice Over Classes: 
http://alisocreek.net/voiceover.html 
Online Voice Over Classes: 
http://onlinevoiceoverclasses.alisocreek.net 
 


